
The pushpin is a serf in the office supply kingdom. It is small and little-evolved. Its job is to 
support more meaningful things: important documents, posters, personal collections and love 
letters. In these tasks, the pushpin performs beautifully, but how can you embed intelligence 
into the pushpin to further support the things it holds? 

Critiques that take place in art, design and architecture provide an interesting environment 
for examining what a pushpin can be. A pushpin with a light and switch can be used to call 
attention to a piece, group similar pieces or expose patterns. It can be used to evaluate 
or rate a pieces—people push the pin holding the piece they like the most and the pin 
gets brighter each time its pressed. An audio recorder built into the pushpin could record 
everything said about the piece so that it can be recalled later. The goal is to transform the 
pushpin from a static object to a dynamic device that supports visualizing and interpreting 
physical pieces of data.
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1. Declare global variables for LED pin numbers and switch pin numbers, as well as variables 
for the different LED color modes. Global variables are also needed for pin values and for 
storing the state of the buttons.

2. In setup(), use pinMode() to set the LED pins to OUTPUTS and switch pins to INPUTS. Set 
initial button states and begin serial communication.

3. In loop(), read the values for the switches. If the LED switch has changed from the 
previous button state, change the color mode of the LED and store the new button state. 
If the tilt switch has changed from the previous button state, toggle between starting and 
ending the audio recording.

4. In Processing, use the Serial library to check the tilt switch from Arduino. If the pushpin 
is tilted, start recording. If the pushpin is returned to the normal state, end recording and 
save the audio file.

CODE SKETCH

REFERENCES

PARTS

1. Simon Elvin’s FM radio map uses pushpins to connect to London radio stations.
http://www.simonelvins.com/FM.html

2. Nicholas Villar’s Pin&Play&Perfom allows music control devices to receive power and 
ground by piercing a layered substrate.
http://portal.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=1085992

3. Flashing pushpin memo holder.
http://www.thisnext.com/item/1BBF4E1A/Flashing-Pushpin-Memo-Holder
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